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Viking Scenario

Arsuf: Richard versus Saladin, 7 September 1191 

Crusaders (Richard): Leader “1L” x 1, “3L” x 2; Militia infantry x 3 (see special rules), 
Swordsmen x 9, Crossbowmen x 6, Improved bowmen x 3, Heavy cavalry x 10, Horse 
bowmen x 4. 

Deploy Force = within map area shown (below)
Point value = 103
Panic level = 47
Stacking = Class A = 1, Class B, Ff = 2; Class C, Mf = 3
Victory = Substantive, or exit the at least 1 x leader, 2 x militia infantry and 16 other unit 
types off the south map edge within the area shown (the scenario southwest map edge and the 
road, inclusive). 

Ayyubids (Saladin): Leader “1L” x 1, “3L“ x 1; Militia infantry x 10, Axemen x 5, Improved 
bow x 5, Medium cavalry x 10, Horse bowmen x 20. 

Deploy = hex D-3 and/or H-3. 

Point value = 107
Panic level = 36
Stacking = 2
Leadership: mounted units are excepted
Victory = Substantive 

Deployment: Crusaders deploy first, Crusaders move first. 
Game length: 30 game turns. 

Special Rules 
1. Map north. For this scenario, north is the direction away from the game charts.
2. Terrain. Ignore all stream hexes. 
3 VP. Leaders on both sides are worth their combat bonus in points (9 or 3). 
4. Arrow swarm: Both sides' Horse bowmen can fire once each player turn (i.e., both offensively and 
defensively; special case for rule [6.12]). 
5. Crusader baggage train. Crusader militia spear units represent their baggage train plus guards. 
These units can not stack with other units. Each is worth 5 points for Victory and Panic. They do not 
need to be in Command Radius to move their full movement allowance. 
6. Crusader armor. Whenever Ayyubid units make a fire attack (offensive or defensive) against a 
hex containing any Crusader heavy cavalry or swordsmen units, subtract one from the die roll (a die 
roll of "1" remains a "1"). This is so even if other types of units are in the hex. 
7. Crusader Charge. At the start of any one Crusader melee combat phase, the Crusader player can 
declare Charge. For that one combat phase, all melee attacks involving one or more heavy cavalry 
units receive a one column shift to the right. On the ensuing Ayyubid player turn, all Ayyubid melee
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 attacks against hexes containing Crusader heavy cavalry are shifted one to the left. The shifts are 
received even if other Crusader units are in the hex. 
8. Retreat before combat. Disrupted units and units in Contact situations can not retreat before 
combat (see [17.0]).9. Dismounting (optional). The following units can dismount: Crusader heavy 
cavalry as swordsmen; Ayyubid horse bowmen as improved bows. Dismounting is done at the start of 
the friendly movement phase. Replace the mounted unit with the dismounted unit (Ayyubids can use 
crossbows in place of improved bows as their factors are the same). A dismounting unit can not be 
adjacent to enemy units, and can not be disrupted at the time. They do not have to be in Command 
Radius. They can not conduct any sort of movement or combat in the same player turn. Once 
dismounted, units can not remount. They count as their original point value when eliminated. Further, 
dismounted Crusader heavy cavalry must meet swordsmen stacking limits.

         Arsuf Deployment map

Arsuf Scenario Historical Notes

In 1191 Richard I of England (the Lion Hearted) was leading a Crusader army marching on Jaffa. The 
Crusaders were moving south along the Mediterranean coast (represented in the game by the west 
map edge). Saladin, the Sultan of the Ayyubid Caliphate (which controlled Egypt and much of the 
Near East) moved to intercept him near the town of Arsuf (off the south map edge). Richard deployed 
his infantry, a mix of heavy spearmen and crossbowmen/archers, on the landward side to provide 
cover for the baggage moving along the coast. The Knights Templars were in the lead and the 
Hospitallars at the rearguard; the rest of the heavy cavalry was in reserve to the right of the infantry. 
The Turcopoles (light horse) were thrown out as a screen. 

Saladin's hose archers did much to harry the Crusader march, trying to disrupt the column so they 
could then close in and finish off isolated units. The Crusaders returned fire with their own 
crossbowmen and other archers. Richard held his army in close check, waiting for the opportune 
moment to counterattack. Finally, Garnier de Nablus, grand master of the Hospitallars, led a charge 
against an enemy force attacking the Crusader rearguard. Richard ordered the rest of the army to 
support the charge, and Saladin's army was cleared from the battlefield. Later that day, the Crusaders 
reached the town of Arsuf where they camped. Richard would go on to take Jaffa, while Saladin fell 
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back to cover Jerusalem. 

Arsuf  Order of Battle Notes

The Crusader army represents various contingents from Europe, the Crusader States and the military 
orders of the Templars and Hospitallars. Overall strength has been estimated at 12,000 to 20,000, 
depending on what is being counted. Personnel ratio is 3-400 per unit for cavalry, 5-600 for infantry. 
Cavalry units stack higher than infantry since these were the most efficient part of Richard's force. 
Crusader horse bowmen represent Turcopole mercenaries. The Charge rule accounts for the fearsome 
Crusader cavalry shock effect. Militia spear represent the Crusader baggage train plus numerous 
armed civilians. 

Ayyubids are estimated at around 25,000, maybe more. Cavalry is amix of medium shock types plus 
Turkish horse archers. Infantry is a variety of militia and various light melee and missile types. 
Crusader panic level is relatively higher than Ayyubid owing to greater discipline. 

The arrow storm rule is in there to overcome a usual issue with horse bowmen in PRESTAGS. Since 
normally units can either fire offensively or defensively in the same game turn (but not both) this 
makes these units generally ineffective, since they have no offensive melee capability. So they get an 
extra shot (also representing their willingness to close in on disorganized foes). The Crusader armor 
rule shows the effectiveness of their shield wall/chain mail protection. 

Overall, there are two different military systems interacting at Arsuf, leading to some asymmetrical 
warfare.
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Vikings Scenario

Ain Jalut: Mamluks versus Mongols, September 1260 

Mongols: Leader “2L” x 1; Heavy cavalry x 5, Medium cavalry x 5, Byzantine cataphracts x 5, 
Horse bowmen x 15. 

Deploy Force = F-3
Point value = 71
Panic level = 39
Stacking = 3
Leadership: mounted units are excepted
Victory = Marginal plus occupy hex D at end of scenario 

Mamluks: Leader “2L” x 1, “3L“ x 1; Militia infantry x 4, Axemen x 2, Improved bow x 4, Medium 
cavalry x 8, Heavy cavalry x 6 (see special rules), Horse bowmen x 18. 

Deploy Force = one Leader and at least eight other units at H-1; deploy remaining units at D-3 
Point value = 99
Panic level = 45
Stacking = Heavy cavalry = 3 (see special rules), all others = 2
Leadership: mounted units are excepted
Victory = Marginal 

Deployment: Mongols deploy first, Mongols move first. 
Game length: 25 game turns 

Special Rules 
1. Terrain. Ignore all Woods hexes. 
2. VP. Leaders on both sides are worth their combat bonus in points (6 or 3). 
3. Arrow swarm: Both sides' Horse bowmen can fire once each player turn (i.e., both offensively and 
defensively; special case for rule [6.12]).
4. Elite Mamluks. Mamluk heavy cavalry have a missile factor of “1” and range of “2”;alternatively, 
use Byzantine cataphracts from Legion in their place. Also, they stack 3 per hex; they can not stack 
with other units types except leaders. (The substitution is needed since only one counter sheet has 
Byzantine cataphracts in Viking.)
5. Mongol Ferocity. At the start of any one Mongol melee combat phase, the Mongol player can 
declare Ferocity. For that one combat phase, all melee attacks involving Mongol units receive a one 
column shift to the right. On the ensuing Mamluk player turn, all Mamluk melee attacks against 
hexes containing Mongol units are shifted one to the left. (This is a limited form of the Ferocity 
exclusive rule [3.6]; do not use the ensuing die roll modifiers.)
6. Dismounting (optional). The following units can dismount: horse bowmen as improved bows (or 
crossbows). Dismounting is done at the start of the friendly movement phase. Replace the mounted 
unit with the dismounted unit. A dismounting unit can not be adjacent to enemy units, and can not be 
disrupted at the time. They do not have to be in Command Radius. They can not conduct any sort of 
movement or combat in the same player turn. Once dismounted, units can not remount. They count as 
their original point value when eliminated.
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              Ain Jalut Deployment map

Ain Jalut Historical Notes

In 1258 Hulagu Khan led a Mongol army from Persia westwards, conquering Baghdad with much 
carnage and destroying the Abbasid dynasty, then proceeding to take Damascus and bring down the 
Ayyubids. The Mongols thereon rode towards Egypt, overawing some of the Christian kingdoms in 
the region. But the Egyptian campaign fell apart as the Mongols overstretched their supply lines. 
Hulagu fell back with his main army covered by a rearguard under Kitbuqa Noyan, a Nestorian 
Christian. 

At this point, the Mamluk Sultan Qutuz took his army and shadowed the Mongols northwards, 
catching up with Kitbuqa at Ain Jalut in the Jezreel Valley, north of Jerusalem. The Mamluk battle 
plan was formulated by Qutuz's general, Baibars, who threw part of the army forward to screen his 
front, holding the rest in reserve. As the Mongols advanced, Baibars ordered the screening troops to 
fall back. Kitbuqa ordered a precipitous pursuit, running into the Mamluk trap as Baibars ordered the 
Mamluks to envelop the now over-extended Mongols. Attack followed counterattack with casualties 
on both sides piling up. The Mongols fought ferociously, but they were surrounded and outnumbered, 
finally making an epic last stand in which Kitbuqa was killed. The Mamluks claimed a great victory 
following Ain Jalut, since this was the first major military defeat for the Mongols. Baibars would 
later have Qutuz assassinated and make himself sultan. Ain Jalut was significant for a number of 
reasons. One is that Baibars employed steppe tactics against Kitbuqa, using a combination of feigned 
retreat and horse archery, followed by closing in for the kill. 

Ain Jalut Order of Battle Notes

Mongols have a tumen (the standard Mongol major military formation) plus various allied Christian 
heavy cavalry (including Byzantine style cataphracts) and Turkish horse bowmen. Mamluks are built 
around a core of heavy horse archers, along with various cavalry and infantry contingents from Egypt 
and adjoining regions. Both sides have relatively high panic levels as this was a battle in which 
quarter was neither asked for nor given. Both sides need only to gain a Marginal victory: the Mongols 
because they are fighting a rearguard action, the Mamluks because any victory would be a major 
game changer. And the reason the Mongols have to take hex D is to give them a reason to charge into 
the Mamluk host!
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Renaissance of Infantry Scenario

Tondibi: Morocco against the Songhai Empire, March 1591 

Location: about 50 kilometers north of Gao in today's Mali. 

Songhai: Leader “3L” x 1; Militia infantry x 6, Militia spear x 4, Crossbowmen x 4 (see 
special rules), Heavy cavalry x 4, Medium cavalry x 8. Light cavalry x 4. 

Deploy Force = N-3
Point value = 93 
Panic level = 24
Stacking = 2
Victory = Substantive 

Moroccans: Leader “2L” x 1; Swordsmen x 3, Arquebus (late) x 6, crossbowmen x 1, 
Medium cavalry x 5, Light artillery x 2. 

Deploy Force = K-2 
Point value = 59 
Panic level = 27
Stacking = 3 
Victory = Panic the Songhai force, plus occupy the village adjacent to hex N at the end of the 
scenario 

Deployment: Songhai deploy first, Moroccans move first. 
Game length: 15 game turns 

Special Rules 
1. Terrain. Ignore all Woods hexes. 
2. VP. Leaders on both sides are worth their combat bonus in points (6 or 3). Also, use the Victory 
Point Variation rule [7.0].
3. Moroccan Ferocity. Moroccans use the Ferocity rule for all units [2.0]. 
4. Gunpowder Shock Effect. Moroccan arquebus (late) and light artillery can fire once each player 
turn (i.e., both offensively and defensively in the same game turn; special case for rule [6.12]).
5. Songhai Bows. Songhai crossbowmen have a range of 2 (or use bowmen from other games).
6. Cattle stampede (optional). After initial setup, the Moroccan player rolls one die, then disrupts 
that number of stacks of Songhai units (unless stacked with a leader).
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                                                          Tondibi Deployment map

Tondibi 1591 Historical Notes

The Songhai Empire was a considerable force in the western Sahel, the region below the Sahara, dominating 
the trade routes and expanding its territorial control. The empire's fabled wealth led to the Sultan of Morocco 
dispatching a small army under the command of Judar Pasha to conquer it. 

Judar and his men trekked south across the desert, meeting the Songhai army under Askia Ishaq at Tondibi, 
north of the empire's capital at Gao. The Songhai had a large army, built around a force of cavalry equipped 
with chainmail armor and lances, supported by infantry of varying quality. But the Moroccans were armed 
with gunpowder weapons, infantry arquebuses and artillery cannon for which the Songhai were not prepared. 

The battle opened with the Songhai driving a herd of cattle towards the Moroccan ranks who opened 
fire on them. This caused the cattle to panic and stampede back into the Songhai army. The Songhai 
then charged and were promptly shot to pieces by the Moroccan guns. The fire proved too much for 
the Songhai who broke and fled the field, covered by a rearguard which made a stout last stand. 

In the aftermath, the Moroccans proceeded to pillage Gao and then the great trade city of Timbuktu. 
But finding not much in the way of gold, the expedition returned home with little to show for the 
effort. In the aftermath of the invasion, the Songhai empire fell apart with the Moroccans exercising a 
loose control of the region for a couple of decades.

Tondibi 1591 Order of Battle Notes

Historical accounts give the Moroccans about 4500 men while the Songhai have over 20,000. This 
makes for a unit to force ratio of 300 men for the Moroccans and 700 for the Songhai. Moroccans are 
ferocious as they were in little mood to take prisoners after their trans-Sahara march (appeals to not 
fight the Songhai as fellow Muslims fell on deaf ears). Songhai have a low Panic level owing to an 
overall lack of cohesion within the empire as well as an inability to deal with Moroccan tactics. 
There's also that botched cattle charge. Moroccan arquebuses and cannon can fire in successive 
phases representing the psychological as well as physical effects of gunpowder weapons. 
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Centurion Scenario

Khauran: Clash of Cavalry, c. 10,000 BC, Hyborian Age (Conan)

Free Companies (red counters): Leader “2L” x 1, “3L” x 1; Byzantine cataphracts x 22. 

Deploy Force = A-3
Point value = 75
Panic level = 27
Stacking = 3
Leadership: mounted units are excepted
Victory = Substantive 

Zuagir-Khauran (yellowcounters): Leader “1L” x 1, “3L“ x 1; Heavy cavalry x 8, Oriental 
cavalry x 24. 

Deploy = hex H-4
Point value = 76
Panic level = 25
Stacking = class C = 4, class Mf = 2; class C and Mf can not stack together 
Leadership: mounted units are excepted
Victory = Substantive or exit one leader plus 16 other units off the north map edge east of the 
river. 

Deployment: Free Companies deploy first, Zuagir-Khauran move first. 
Game length: 25 game turns. 

Special Rules 
1. VP. Leaders on both sides are worth their combat bonus in points (9, 6 or 3). 
2. Terrain. Treat woods as clear terrain. 
3. Khauran heavy cavalry ferocity:
3a. Zuagir-Khauran heavy cavalry never panic (rule 13.0). 
3b. At the start of any one Zuagir-Khauran player turn, the player can declare Charge. For that one 
combat phase, all melee attacks involving one or more heavy cavalry units receive a one column shift 
to the right. On the ensuing Free Company player turn, all melee attacks against hexes containing 
Zuagir-Khauran heavy cavalry are shifted one to the left. Also, on those two player turns, heavy 
cavalry are not affected by enemy missile fire.
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            Khauran Deployment map

Khauran Historical Notes: 

The Nemedian Chroniclers record this as “a battle of horsemen, such as is possible only in the lands 
of the East”. 

The Shemitish voivode Constantius, also known as the Falcon and in command of the mercenary 
Free Companies, allied with a pretender to the throne of Khauran to seize power in that city-state on 
the edge of the eastern desert. The new queen proceeded to enact a tyrannical regime, despoiling the 
kingdom with Constantius providing the muscle behind the throne. Their reign was challenged by a 
host of desert raiders, the Zuagirs, led by the exiled commander of the deposed queen's guard, known 
to the chroniclers as Conan of Cimmeria. Conan used a ruse to lure Constantius and his army out of 
the city's walls and the ensuing battle opened with the Free Companies gaining the upper hand by 
dint of their superior armor and discipline. But Conan had an ace up his mailed sleeve, a wedge of 
heavy cavalry recruited from Khauranese exiles who launched a ferocious counterattack, shattering 
the Free Companies. In the battle's aftermath, Conan swept into the city and with only a minor dustup 
on the temple steps, restored the rightful queen. 

Khauran Order of Battle Notes:

The Chronicles state that the Free Companies had 10,000 men and the Zuagirs 11,000, presumably all 
cavalry. The Free Companies were known to be more heavily armored and forming regular ranks, the 
former providing an edge in arrow play (hence, the longer range BC versus OC) and the latter for 
melee (stacking). But what the Free Companies did not anticipate was the Zuagir chieftain's 3000 
Khauranese heavy cavalry who fought in a sold wedge, breaking Constantius' line while the Zuagirs 
enveloped the now disorganized Free Companies. 

As for the victory conditions: the Free Companies need to destroy the Zuagir host to preempt any ensuing 
siege of the city of Khauran; the Zuagirs need to either maneuver past the Free Company army to grab the city 
while it is only lightly defended, or defeat them in the field to forestall the need to conduct a siege for which 
they lacked the materiel to implement. Both side's panic levels are not particularly high: the Zuagirs because of 
an overall lack of discipline, the Free Companies as they were pretty much shattered by that Khauran cavalry 
wedge. The Khauran heavy cavalry is immune from panic as they are fighting-mad Hyborians, and therein the 
battle turned.
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Legion Scenario

Khoraja: Stand at Shamla Pass, c. 10,000 BC, Hyborian Age (Conan)

Natohk Horde (yellow counters): Leaders: L1 x 1, L3 x 1; Militia spear x 20, Swordsmen x 
5, Barbarian infantry x 15, Skirmishers x 10. 

Deploy Force = south of line N
Point value = 137
Panic level = 35
Stacking = barbarian infantry = 1, all others = 2
Victory = Exit the “1” Leader plus 25 other units off the north map edge. 

Khorajans (red counters): Leaders: L2 x 1, L3 x 2; Professional spear x 6, Heavy cavalry x 
5, Bowmen x 4, Oriental cavalry x 10 (see special rules). 

Deploy = north of line K 
Point value = 66
Panic level = 33
Stacking = 3 
Victory = either eliminate the Natohk "1" leader or panic the Natohk force. 

Deployment: Khorajans deploy first, Natohk moves first. 
Game length: 20 game turns. 

Special Rules 
1. Map area. Natohk forces can move only within the green lines (or to exit from the north edge, 
map left). Khorajans can move anywhere within the boundaries of the two rivers (exclusive). 
2. VP. Leaders on both sides are worth their combat bonus in points (9, 6 or 3). 
3. Terrain.
3a. Treat woods as clear terrain. 
3b. It costs 3 movement points to enter a slope or move from downslope to a hilltop (instead of 2). 
Also, units defending on a hilltop against fire attacks exclusively from lower terrain have a fire 
defense strength of 3 (instead of 2).
4. Missile units. Skirmishers and bowmen on both sides have ranges of 3.
5. Khorajan oriental cavalry dismount. During initial setup, the Khorajan player can substitute 
skirmishers for any or all oriental cavalry. Khorajan skirmishers count as 2 points for panic level. 
6. Natohk Zerg Rush. On turn 1, all Natohk units are exempted from command requirements for 
movement [rule 10.2].
7. Khorajan heavy cavalry shock effect. At the start of any one Khorajan player turn, the player can 
declare Charge. For that player turn's combat phase, all melee attacks involving Khorajan heavy 
cavalry receive a one column shift to the right. On the ensuing Natohk player turn, all melee attacks 
against hexes containing Khorajan heavy cavalry are shifted one to the left. Also, on those two player 
turns, heavy cavalry are not affected by enemy missile fire.

        Khoraja Deployment map
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Khoraja Historical Notes

"Whence came Natohk? Out of the desert on a night when the world was blind and wild with mad 
clouds driven in frenzied flight across the shuddering stars, and the howling of the wind was mingled  
with the shrieking of the spirits of the wastes.” 

Out of the eastern desert arose a charismatic leader named Natohk (the Veiled One) who quickly 
rallied an army of Shemitish horsemen, fanatic nomads, wild Kushites and rebel princes from the 
forbidden kingdom of Stygia. The horde quickly overran many of the desert cities amidst much 
bloodshed and havoc. Next on their list was Khoraja, another small kingdom on the edge of the 
desert, ruled by Queen Yasmela. Yasmela mobilized her army to meet Natohk, appointing a 
mercenary captain by the name of Conan of Cimmeria as commander. 

And so Conan marched out to meet Natohk at Shamla Pass, a chokepoint at the edge of the desert. 
Deploying his heavy infantry in the middle of the pass, and light troops on the flanking highground, 
Conan waited. One odd incident occurred prior to the formal start of the battle when a Khorajan 
nobleman led a contingent of heavy cavalry in a precipitous charge against the horde's front … only 
to go down to disastrous defeat which the Nemedian Chronicles credulously attribute to sorcery by 
Natohk. 

Regardless, Natohk then ordered his cavalry and charioteers to dismount and charge. Fierce fighting 
followed, with Conan's mercenary spearmen holding the center while allied tribal archers raked the 
horde with fire from the flanks. As Natohk's numbers started to tell against the Khorajans, Conan 
ordered a counterattack. One column of heavy cavalry moved along a hidden route while a contingent 
of pikemen mounted on horses charged straight down the pass, led by Conan himself. 
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Hit from two directions, Natohk's horde panicked and fled in dissaray. The Khorajans pursued with 
Conan finally catching up with Natohk himself, killing the alleged sorcerer in single combat.

Khoraja Order of Battle Notes

Shamla Pass was Conan's first battle as commander, so I represent him with a “2” leader (this was 
prior to Khauran, previously posted). The other two Khorajan leaders are the mercenary leader 
Amalric, and the Agha Shupras, chief of allied tribesmen. On the other side, Natohk is the “1” leader, 
and the Sygian prince Kutamun is the “3”. 

The Nemedian Chronicles record that the Khorajans had 500 noble cavalry, 500 regular spearmen 
(who ended up being employed as cavalry), 1000 mercenary horse and 2000 mercenary infantry; the 
tribes provided another 8000 light horse and archers. Bowmen and skirmishers have a range of three 
(special rule) given the powerful bows described. Count Thespides, who led a disastrous cavalry 
charge against orders, is not shown as the scenario commences just after the point where he led his 
men to destruction. 

Natohk's forces begin the scenario dismounted, which allowed for a more efficient charge up the pass 
in the face of the defenders' missile fire. The Stygians are the swordsmen, the militia spear the 
Shemites, the skirmishers the nomads, and barbarian infantry a mix of nomads and Kushites. 

The Khorajan panic level is high, given the desperate stand the army was making and Conan's hold 
over the army. Natohk's morale is much more brittle, given the polyglot nature of his horde which 
was really held together by his personal leadership. The Khorajans have a couple of advantages with 
their ability to exploit the terrain and that one turn charge. But Conans has to use these carefully, and 
the entire battle can turn on the edge of a very sharp sword.
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Yeoman Scenario

Valkia: the Hour of the Dragon 
Hyborian Age, c. 10,000 BC (Conan)

Location: Valkia valley in Aquilonia, just west of the Nemedian frontier 

Aquilonians (green counters): Leader “2L” x 1 (see special rules), “3L” x 1; Professional 
pike x 8, Professional spear x 8, Militia infantry x 4, Longbowmen x 12, Heavy cavalry x 15, 
Medium cavalry x 3. 

Deploy Force = J-3
Point value = 206 
Panic level = 73
Stacking = 3
Victory = Substantive, plus occupy hex H at the end of the game 

Nemedians (yellow counters): Leader “2L” x 1, “3L” x 2; Professional spear x 12, Militia 
infantry x 2, Swordsmen x 3, Crossbow x 14 (see special rules), Heavy cavalry x 20, Medium 
cavalry x 5. 

Deploy Force = H-3 
Point value = 226 
Panic level = 80
Stacking = 3 
Victory = Substantive, plus occupy hex J at the end of the game 

Deployment: Aquilonians deploy first, Nemedians move first. 
Game length: 20 game turns 

Special Rules 
1. VP. The Aquilonian Leader “2” is worth 9 points. Other leaders on both sides are worth their 
combat bonus in points (6 or 3). Also, use the Victory Point Variation rule [7.0].
2. Nemedian crossbows. Substitute Arquebus (early) for crossbowmen (they have the same factors). 
3. Heavy cavalry. Both sides use the Ferocity rule for heavy cavalry [2.0]. If heavy cavalry fight 
heavy cavalry, the die roll modifiers negate each other; but retain the one column shift for the first 
attack. 

Full simulation optional rules:
4. Earthquake. Prior to the first turn, the Nemedian player writes down in secret the number of one 
hex east of the north-south river between the two armies. At the end of any Aquilonian movement 
phase the Nemedians may declare Earthquake! All stacks, enemy and friendly, on and adjacent to 
that hex are immediately attacked at 6:1 odds. Apply effects per Melee combat [10.2].
5. Aquilonian Prospero reinforcement. At the start of the Turn 5 Aquilonian turn, the player rolls 
one die. On a result of “1” Prospero of Poitain arrives with reinforcements. Following units enter via 
the west map edge: Leader “2” x 1, Heavy cavalry x 5, Medium cavalry x 2, Light cavalry x 3. At this
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 point, raise the Aquilonian panic level by 19 points. (Roll each turn until this happens or the end of 
the scenario.)
6. Aquilonian light cavalry dismount. Light cavalry can dismount as crossbows, Use the same 
procedure as rule [4.0] Longbowmen Conversion. Light cavalry count as crossbows for points.

         Valkia Deployment map

Valkia: Historical Notes

A Nemedian army under the nominal command of King Tarascus invaded the neighboring kingdom 
of Aquilonia. The Nemedian army was actually led by baron Amalric of Tor who was promoting 
Valerius as the rightful claimant to the throne of Aquilonia. The Nemedians were met at the Valley of 
Valkia by the Aquilonians under their king Conan. Prior to the start of the battle, Conan was 
paralyzed for reasons undetermined, though claims were made of necromancy being responsible. 
Conan ordered one of his officers to wear his armor and lead the army to maintain troop morale. 

The battle began with an exchange of archery in which the Aquilonian longbowmen got the better of 
it against the Nemedian crossbows. The ensuing clash of cavalry and infantry saw the Nemedians 
falling back and the Aquilonians pursuing. But it turned out to be a trap as the Aquilonians rode 
through a gorge when an earthquake struck, wiping out much of their cavalry as well as killing the 
officer whom everyone thought was Conan. A panic ensued and the Aquilonians fled the battlefield. 
The Nemedians followed up by taking the Aqulionian capital and declaring Valerius king. 

But Conan had survived, being captured by a wizard who was allied with the Nemedians. Valkia 
turned out to be the first battle of a much longer war...
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Valkia: Order of Battle Notes

The Chronicles record the Aqulonians mustered 45,000 men while the Nemedians had 50,000. Both 
sides fielded large numbers of heavy cavalry. In the scenario, they use the Ferocity rule because of 
shock effect. Aquilonians have a large contingent of Bossonian longbowmen and professional pikes, 
the latter representing Gunderman (who are described similar to the Late Medieval Swiss). The 
Aquilonians also get some militia infantry for local levies which are presumed present. Nemedians 
have a mixed bag of regulars and mercenaries, including pikes, swordsmen and crossbowmen. The 
Nemedians have a higher proportion of heavy cavalry to infantry than their opposite numbers, based 
on the order of battle listed for the later battle at the Valley of Lions. 

Incidentally, the numbers stated for both sides in the battle seem excessive for what were medieval 
style armies, but possibly they included armed pages and camp followers. Another point to consider 
is that both sides were operating close to their own lines of communications and thus able to at least 
temporarily field large arrays for battle. 

The Aquilonian “2” leader is worth nine points since everyone thought he was Conan. Deployment 
hexes represent each army's camp. The Nemedians have to take the Aquilonian camp in order to 
capture Conan. The Aquilonians have to take the Nemedian camp to give them a reason to cross the 
river!
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Viking Scenario

Qadisiya, November 637

Persians: Leader “3L” x 4; Militia infantry x 20, Axemen x 5, Improved bowmen x 10, 
Heavy cavalry x 15, Horse bowmen x 10, Elephants x 3. 

Deploy = hex F-5 
Point value = 134
Panic level = 54
Stacking = 2
Victory = Hold hexes D and E at the end of the game. 

Arabs: 
Force A: Leader “2L” x 2, “3L” x 1; Militia infantry x 15, Improved bow x 15, Medium 
cavalry x 10, Horse bowmen x 5. 
Force B: Leader “3L” x 1; Swordsmen x 4, Improved bowmen x 3, Horse bowmen x 3. 

Deploy = Force A: hex E-5 
Force B: deploys turn 16, see special rules. 

Point value = 131
Panic level = 79
Stacking = 3
Leadership: mounted units are excepted
Victory = Marginal. 

Deployment: Persians deploy first, Persians move first. 
Game length: 30 game turns. 

Special Rules 
1. VP. Leaders are worth their combat bonus in points (6 or 3). 
2. Units. Use crossbows for improved bows (factors are the same). Persians use Elephants from 
Spartan and the Elephants exclusive rule [1.0]. 
3. Terrain. Treat woods as swamp. Treat slopes as clear terrain. 
4. Jihad. Arabs use the Ferocity rule. Arab player can declare this at the start of either day, and it lasts 
for that entire day (but not the other). 
5. Multi-Day Battle. At the end of Turn 15 if one side has fulfilled their victory conditions, the game 
ends (and that side wins). Otherwise, both players redeploy all surviving units per original setup. 
Further, add Arab Force B to their deployment. Eliminated units are not returned to play and count as 
points lost for the second day. 
Also, if an army was panicked on Day 1, this does not carry through to Day 2 (but units which 
panicked off the map are not redeployed). Surviving units operate normally and can not be panicked 
again.
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        Qadasiya Deployment map

Qadasiya: Order of Battle Notes

This is another PRESTAGS scenario which really bugged me. The Viking notes comment that both sides 
made much use of archery, but the scenario gave only the Arabs any missile units. Also, the Arabs are shown 
as a horde of horsebowmen as if they were just out of the steppes. Actually, Arab armies in this period were 
composed of a combination of spear armed infantry and archers, with cavalry mostly medium types. Their 
main advantage was in vastly superior morale and mobile tactics. I showed this in the scenario by using the 
Ferocity rule and by adjusting the Panic levels in favor of the Arabs. Arab reinforcements represents troops 
marching up from Syria who had some Byzantine training and thus include swordsmen. 
The Persians have a core of heavy cavalry supported by lighter horse of various types (the latter all shown as 
horse bowmen). Infantry is mainly spear armed levies, missile troops and various tribal mercenaries (the latter 
as axemen). Each side gets four leaders since they divided their armies into four wings. The Persian army by 
this time had fallen into some inefficiency owing to endless wars with the Byzantines and internal foes, so they 
fo not get the leadership exemption for cavalry. This obviously favors Arab mobility. 
The battle was fought along the Euphrates river, so the scenario keeps the streams but loses slopes and turns 
the woods into marshes. I switched the deployment hexes so the Arabs are now in front of the village, 
representing Qadisiya. 

Various estimates are given for the numbers on each side, but I figured about 30,000 starting for the Arabs with 
another 6000 reinforcements, and 50,000 for the Persians. The battle was actually fought over four days, but I 
compressed it down to two. This required some fiddling with the victory conditions, but makes for a different 
situation on each day. 

PS: and who can resist the Persian elephants? Well in the original battle, the Arabs did!
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Viking Scenario

Tours, October AD 732

Franks: Leader “1L” x 1, “2L” x 1; Militia infantry x 10, Axemen x 10, Improved bowmen x 
4, Medium cavalry x 8. 

Deploy = hex A-3 
Point value = 73
Panic level = 33
Stacking = 2 (see Shield Wall special rule)
Victory = Marginal, or hold hex C at the end of the game. 

Umayyads: Leader “2L” x 1, “3L” x 1; Militia infantry x 14, Improved bowmen x 6, 
Medium cavalry x 10, Horse bowmen x 8. 

Deploy = hex C-3 
Point value = 77
Panic level = 29 (see Umayyad Camp special rule)
Stacking = 2
Victory = hold hex A at the end of the game. 

Deployment: Franks deploy first, Muslims move first. 
Game length: 15 game turns. 

Special Rules 
1. VP. Leaders are worth their combat bonus in points (9, 6 or 3). 
2. Frankish cavalry dismount. During initial setup the Frankish player can replace medium cavalry 
with swordsmen. Once dismounted, swordsmen can not remount. Note that their point value is the 
same (two). 
3. Franciscas. Franks employ Vikings exclusive rule [1.0] Franciscas. 
4. Frankish Shield Wall. Frankish Class B units can stack up to three per hex. No other units other 
than Leaders can stack with a three unit stack. Further, Umayyad missile fire against three unit stacks 
have "one" subtracted from the die roll (a die roll of less than one = one). Class Ff units can stack 
with Class B in a two unit stack. 
5. Umayyad Camp. The first time any Frankish unit enters hex C or a hex adjacent to it, the Franks 
gain 5 victory points.
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                                            Tours Deployment map

Tours: Order of Battle Notes

This is another scenario which got the Arabs all wrong. The Umayyad Caliphate operating out of 
Andalusia (Muslim Spain) used a combination of cavalry and infantry. Most of the horse were 
medium and light types. The latter were largely javelin type skirmishers from North Africa, shown in 
the scenario as horse bowmen; this is stretching it a bit, but the two hex range represents the loose 
formations they used which spill over the hex scale. Militia infantry represent a combination of 
spearmen and skirmishers which could not really stand up in melee combat to the heavier Frankish 
troops. Abd er-Rahman is the Umayyad “2” Leader. 

The Frankish “1” leader represents Charles Martel, and the “2” Eudo, Duke of Aquitaine, who had a 
generally good record in fighting the Umayyads though he went down to defeat prior to Tours. 
Nonetheless, he brought his men to join Charles' army and fought well. 

Frankish cavalry could dismount and did fight in the line, so they get that capability. I beefed up the 
number of Frankish axemen given the general efficiency of their infantry. There's some debate if the 
Franks still used the francisca in the 8th century, but I included them anyway as they represent any 
number of defensive missile weapons. The shield wall rule models their infantry close-in formation 
which was also useful in standing up to enemy missile fire. 

Historically, a Frankish cavalry probe against the Umayyad camp led to a panic in Abd er-Rahman's 
ranks over the possible loss of loot gathered in the campaign. In the scenario, this is shown with the 
Umayyad deployment hex being worth victory points. As for the relatively high Frankish panic level, 
historical accounts of the battle report “the men of the north seemed … a bulwark of ice.”
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PRESTAGS Scenario

Panipat, Battle for North India, 21 April 1526

Location: India, about 50 miles north of Delhi. 

The scenario requires the Yeoman map plus units from several different PRESTAGS games. 

Mughals: Leaders “1L” x 1, ”2L” x 1, “3L” x 2; Militia infantry x 4, Swordsmen x 4, Improved 
bowmen x 6, Arquebus (late) x 6, Byzantine cataphracts x 9, Medium cavalry x 6, Horse bowmen x 
10, Heavy artillery x 2, Light artillery x 2; Trenches x 6. 

Deploy Force = within three hexes of the hex three hexes to the south of the village (see deployment 
map)
Point value = 142 
Panic level = 57
Stacking = 3
Victory = Substantive 
Leadership: mounted units are exempted per rule [11.1]. 

Delhi Sultanate: Leaders “2L” x 1, “3L” x 1, “4L” x 2; Militia infantry x 20, Axemen x 5, Bowmen 
x 5, Improved Bowmen x 5, Heavy cavalry x 15, Medium cavalry x 10, Light cavalry x 5, Horse 
bowmen x 5, Elephants x 6. 

Deploy Force = L-4 
Point value = 164 
Panic level = 50
Stacking = 2 
Victory = Marginal plus occupy the village adjacent to hex “N” at the end of the scenario 

Deployment: Mughals deploy first, Sultanate moves first. 
Game length: 25 game turns 

Special Rules 
1. Terrain. 
(a) Use terrain effects for Yeoman.
(b) Treat Woods, Stream and Ford hexes as Clear. 
2. Victory Points. Leaders on both sides are worth their combat bonus in points (9, 6 or 3). 
3. Mughul Artillery. 
(a) Treat Mughul artillery as class Ff (not Mf). 
(b) Use Yeoman special rule [6.0], Artillery Movement. Use the printed movement factors of artillery 
(not the post-1500 doubling). Heavy artillery starts unlimbered and can not move once deployed. If 
panicked, they are eliminated. 
(c) Mughul heavy and light artillery firing at elephants add one to their combat resolution die roll 
(firing offensively or defensively, alone or in conjunction with other fire units). 
4. Arrow Swarm: Mughul horse bowmen can fire once each player turn (i.e., both offensively and 
defensively; special case for rule [6.12]).
5. Elephants. Must use the Spartan Elephant rule [1.0].
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                                               Panipat Deployment map

Panipat: Historical Notes

Zahir-ud-Din Muhammad Babur, a descendant of Ghenghis Khan and the Turco-Mongol conqueror 
Tamerlane, decided he wanted to build his own empire which ended up being called the Mughal, a 
form of the term Mongol. Accordingly, Babur took over Afghanistan with an army based on steppe 
nomads and their allies, then rode into northern India against the Delhi Sultanate, itself originally 
based in Afghanistan and ruled by Ibrihim Lodi. 

The two armies met at Panipat, north of the Sultanate's capital at Delhi. Lodi had mobilized a very 
large force, including Afghans, Indians and mercenaries, but the array lacked cohesion. Its main 
assault force was in a large continent of war elephants backed up by heavy cavalry. 

The Mughal army had the usual steppe based heavy and light horse archers. It also included a 
contingent of artillery and handgunners, the first time these weapons were to be employed in any 
numbers in India. Realizing he was up against a vastly superior force, Babur formed a defensive 
position behind a line of wagons. His army's right flank was secured by the town of Panipat, the left 
by trenches. 

The battle opened with the Sultanate's elephants charging Babur's position, but they balked when 
faced with the Moghul cannon fire. A back and forth fight ensued, with Babur's horsemen proving 
more mobile. While the Sultanate army had the advantage of numbers, the various components could 
not concentrate and Lodi ended up being killed in the fighting. Babur completed the battle with a 
pursuit of the routed foe and in the aftermath of Panipat took over much of northern India. This was 
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the beginning of the Mughal Empire which lasted in one form or another until 1857.

Panipat: Order of Battle Notes

There are various estimates for the numbers of each side's army. Babur had a core of 12-15,000 men 
with perhaps another 10,000 allies and auxiliaries. His Mughal cavalry was a combination of 
cataphract style armored horse archers and lighter types. Infantry included 3000 matchlock 
musketeers plus assorted other types...archers, heavy infantry and light troops. Babur also had 20 or 
so cannon, trained up by Turkish advisers. The scenario trenches represent both the wagon line and 
Babur's entrenchments. 

The Sultanate had 40-50,000 men, plus a claimed up to 400 elephants. Cavalry was built around a 
core of heavy types with assorted auxiliaries. Infantry was largely levies, with some heavier 
mercenaries. I 

Overall, the Mughals were better commanded and showed superior discipline. So they get more 
leaders, higher stacking and a relatively high panic level. The Sultanate army has lots of units, but not 
the leaders to move them all at the same time, giving the Mughals their historic advantage in 
maneuver. I gave each side four leaders for the traditional four divisions of each army into vanguard, 
right, left and reserve. Note that the Sultanate four leaders can command only units in their own 
hexes, which will slow down marching to the front. 

Holding the village is part of the Sultanate's victory conditions to give Lodi a reason to attack. 
Otherwise, the logical approach to the battle is for the Sultanate army to stay out of range of the 
Mughal guns. Since it makes sense for Babur to hold his defensive position as opposed to attacking, 
without that victory condition there would be no battle!
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PRESTAGS Scenario

Chaldiran, Battle for Persia, 23 August 1514

The scenario requires the Yeoman map plus units from Centurion, Viking and Yeoman. 

Location: northwestern Persia. 

Ottoman Turks: Leaders ”2L” x 1, “3L” x 3; Militia infantry x 12, Axemen x 6, Improved 
bow x 8, Arquebus (late) x 9, Heavy cavalry x 6, Medium cavalry x 12, Byzantine cataphracts 
x 6, Horse bowmen x 16, Heavy artillery x 4, Light artillery x 4; Trenches x 8. 

Deploy Force = hex 2126-5 and on hex S
Point value = 204 
Panic level = 68
Stacking = Arquebus (late), Byzantine cataphracts = 3, all others = 2 

Victory = Decisive 
Leadership: mounted units are exempted per rule [11.1] 

Persians: Leaders “2L” x 2, “3L” x 2; Militia infantry x 5, Improved bow/Crossbow x 15 
(see special rules), Medium cavalry x 8, Byzantine cataphracts x 20 (Ferocity rule), Horse 
bowmen x 12. 

Deploy Force = hex 1317-4 
Point value = 168 
Panic level = 84
Stacking = Byzantine cataphracts = 3, all others = 2
Victory = Marginal, or occupy hex S 
Leadership: mounted units are exempted per rule [11.1] 

Deployment: Ottomans deploy first, Persians moves first. 
Game length: 25 game turns 

Special Rules 
1. Terrain. 
(a) Use terrain effects for Yeoman.
(b) Treat Woods as Clear. 
2. Victory Points. Leaders on both sides are worth their combat bonus in points (6 or 3). 
3. Stacking. Units with a stacking of two can not stack with units with a stacking of three. Leaders 
can stack with any units. 
4. Archers. Players can substitute crossbowmen for improved bows (they have the same factors). 
5. Ottoman Artillery. 
(a) Treat artillery as class Ff (not Mf). 
(b) Use Yeoman special rule [6.0], Artillery Movement. Use the printed movement factors of artillery 
(not the post-1500 doubling). Ottoman heavy artillery starts unlimbered and can not move once 
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 deployed. If panicked, they are eliminated. 
5. Arrow Swarm: Both sides' horse bowmen can fire once each player turn (i.e., both offensively and 
defensively; special case for rule [6.12]).
6. Qizilbashi. Persian Byzantine cataphracts use the Ferocity rule (Yeoman [2.0]). 
7. Persian artillery option. Historically, Shah Ismail did not deploy artillery since he thought it was  
not proper in what amounted to a war with another Islamic power. But what if? 
(a) Persians add 2 x Heavy artillery, 2 x Light artillery. 
(b) Artillery can start limbered or unlimbered. Heavy artillery can unlimber by expending all 
movement points but not re-limber.
(c) Persian Point Value = 182, Panic Level = 91.
(d) Persians do not use the Ferocity rule if they add artillery

        Chaldiran Deployment map

Chaldiran Scenario & Order of Battle Notes

In the historical battle, the Safavid Persian Shah Ismail foreswore the use of artillery and instead led 
his Quizilbashi cavalry against Sultan Selim's Ottomans who were superior in both manpower and 
firepower. Selim lined up his army behind the usual Ottoman wagon line with plenty of artillery and 
proceeded to shoot up the Persians as they charged in. Persian attempts to maneuver were stymied as 
the lighter Ottoman guns shifted to meet the threat. After the Persians had exhausted themselves 
Selim launched a counterattack and won the day, following up by later taking the Persian capital at 
Tabriz. 

How to add some element of play balance to the scenario? 

By giving the Persians a couple of non-material advantages: Ferocity and a relatively higher Panic 
Level. This was justified by a couple of things: the Ottoman supply situation was tenuous as they 
were operating deep in enemy territory, and there was considerable dissent in the ranks over what 
amounted to an aggressive war against another Islamic power. The morale situation is also why most 
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of the Ottoman army stacks at 2 while only their elites get a stacking of 3. 

Persian numbers have been estimated at 40-80,000 men, Ottoman at 60-100,000 with 100 to an 
incredible 400 cannon (the latter gun park would have overawed even Napoleon!). The core of the 
Ottoman army is in their elite Sipahi cavalry (in game terms, Byzantine cataphracts and heavy 
cavalry) and professional Janissary infantry corps (arquebus, late). The rest of their army is composed 
of Timariot feudal levy cavalry and assorted mercenaries, auxiliaries and camp followers. The 
trenches represent the wagon line. 

The Persian army is built around the Quilibashi, an elite force of tribal horsemen with religious 
overtones (Byzantine cataphracts) plus the usual auxiliaries. Horse bowmen on both sides can fire in 
each missile phase in part because of their historical skills and in part because otherwise these units 
would otherwise have little utility in the scenario! 

As for the victory conditions: the Ottomans are operating in a hostile countryside. If the Persians take 
hex S, representing their camp, the Ottomans lose their baggage and supplies, thus ending their 
offensive capabilities. On the other hand, the Ottomans have to win big, destroying the Persian army 
to conclude the campaign quickly. 

Historically, the Ottomans got a tactical victory, defeating the Persians but not enough to clinch the 
overall campaign. Ismail fell back and continued scorching earth and making any further Ottoman 
advance unfeasible. In game terms, Selim attained a Substantive victory which was not quite enough 
and the battle can be considered a draw in operational terms. 

Anyway, fighting would continue on and off from eastern Anatolia into Azerbaijan. After the battle, 
Ismail withdrew from leading armies in the field, though the Safavid state flourished and its army 
adopted firearms. As for Selim, with his eastern flank secure he would go on to conquer Egypt from 
the Mamluks.
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Legion Scenario

Catiline – Pistoria 62 BC

Insurrectionists (Catiline): Leader “2L” x 1, “3L” x 2; Militia spear x 12, Swordsmen x 8, 
Skirmishers x 6. 

Deploy = within two hexes of the village in the center of the map 
Point value = 70 
Panic level = 32 
Stacking = 2 
Victory = Marginal 

Roman Government: Leader “2L” x 1, “3L” x 1; Swordsmen x 21, Skirmishers x 4, Light cavalry x 
6. 

Deploy = hex H-3 
Point value = 69 
Panic level = 28 
Stacking: = 3 
Victory = Substantive, or completely eliminate the Catiline “2” leader. 

Deployment order: Insurrectionists deploy first, Roman Government moves first 
Game length: 20 game turns 

Special Rules 
1. VP. Leaders on both sides are worth their combat bonus in points (6 or 3). 
2. Leaders to the front! Insurrectionist leaders have a movement of “5”.
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Catiline Deployment map

Catiline 62 BC – Historical Notes

“Catiline, when he saw his army routed, and himself left with but few supporters, remembering his  
birth and former dignity, rushed into the thickest of the enemy, where he was slain, fighting to the  
last.” –Sallust. 

This is a battle that I have been meaning to do ever since I read Sallust’s Conspiracy of Catiline in the 
original Latin way back in high school. Lucius Sergius Catilina (usually anglicized as Catiline), a 
Roman demagogue (or perhaps a populist with bad press), made a failed attempt to seize control of 
the government. His plot was exposed by Marcus Tullius Cicero in a series of famous oratories. 
Rome became too “hot”, so Catiline fled and gathered his followers in northern Italy. A government 
army under the command of Antonius Hybrida met the insurrectionists at Pistoria. 

Antonius himself was conveniently ill on the day of battle, and the command devolved upon his 
deputy, Marcus Petreius. Sallust’s contemporary account of the battle is one of hard fought action 
with Catiline going to a noble death in the midst of his enemies. The government won the battle and 
the Roman Republic was saved from usurpation – for a few more years.

Catiline – Order of Battle Notes

Sallust gives a fairly decent description of the two armies involved. Catiline had some 10,000 men 
(possibly less owing to desertions), with perhaps a quarter armed as legionaries, including some 
veterans. The remainder were made up of spear armed men and there is mention of light troops. 
Catiline dismounted his officers and cavalry to make all equal to the danger (i.e., so no one could flee 
the battle on horse!). Some of the Insurrectionist swordsmen represent their dismounted cavalry, 
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since they likely would have been better armed and armored. Aside from Catiline, there are two other 
Insurrectionist commanders mentioned by Sallust, Caius Manlius and an “officer from Faesula". 

The Roman Government had two or so legions. There’s one extra Swordsman since Sallust mentions 
a Praetorian Cohort (a veteran swordsmen if using that rule). I gave the Government a relatively 
small contingent of auxiliaries since the battle was fought in Italy where there was minimal 
opportunity to recruit the mercenaries and allies who usually provided the cavalry and light infantry. 

Catiline gets an edge in leaders since, as noted, the actual Roman commander excused himself from 
the battle, quite possibly because of sympathies with the Insurrectionists. The Catilinians also have a 
relatively high panic level as Sallust's account shows them pretty much fighting to the end. All this 
also makes for an asymmetrical situation as we say two millennia later.
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Viking Scenario

Prince Igor and the Polovtsians, AD 1185

Rus (Prince Igor): Leader “2L” x 1, 3L x 2; Militia infantry x 4, Swordsmen x 3, Axemen x 
3, Improved bows x 5, Crossbows x 1, Heavy cavalry x 6, Medium cavalry x 6, Horse 
bowmen x 4. 

Deploy Force = B-4
Point value = 78
Panic level = 36
Stacking = 2
Victory = Substantive, or occupy hex F at end of scenario 

Polovtsians: Leader “3L“ x 2; Militia infantry x 10, Improved bow x 4, Byzantine 
cataphracts x 6, Horse bowmen x 20. 

Deploy initial force = 1 x Leader plus 20 other units F-3. 
Reinforcements = 1 x Leader and remaining 20 units are held off map (see special rules for 
entry). 
Point value = 86
Panic level = 35
Stacking = 2
Leadership: mounted units are excepted (per [10.0])
Victory = Substantive 

Deployment: Rus deploy first, Rus move first. 
Game length: 25 game turns (see special rules) 

Special Rules 
1. Terrain.
(a) Steppe. Treat all Slope hexes as Clear. 
(b) Fortified camps. Treat the two initial deployment hexes (B, F) as villages.
2. VP. Leaders on both sides are worth their combat bonus in points (6 or 3). 
3. Arrow swarm. Both sides' Horse bowmen can fire once each player turn (i.e., both offensively and 
defensively; special case for rule [6.12]). 
4. Polovtsian Reinforcements. 
a. At the start of each Polovtsian Movement phase starting with turn 2, the player rolls two dice and 
totals them. If the result is less than or equal to the current turn number, then Polovtsian 
reinforcements appear (one Leader and 20 units). If the number rolled is greater than the turn number, 
roll again next turn. Once the reinforcements appear, do not roll again. 
b. Polovtsians move reinforcements onto the map from the west edge south of the all-water hexes. 
They pay terrain costs for the entry hexes, and may enter in Rus ZOC (per [6.4]; if a ZOC, they stop). 
If all west map edges are blocked by Rus units (unlikely!), then reinforcements enter from south map 
edge. Reinforcements are in command on turn of entry (see [10.2]). 
5. Dismounting (optional). The following Rus units can dismount: heavy cavalry as swordsmen, 
medium cavalry as axemen. Dismounting is done at the start of the friendly movement phase.
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Replace the mounted unit with the dismounted unit. A dismounting unit can not be adjacent to enemy 
units, and can not be disrupted at the time. They do not have to be in Command Radius. They can not 
conduct any movement or attack in the same player turn. Once dismounted, units can not remount. 
They count as their original point value when eliminated.

Prince Igor Deployment map

Prince Igor Historical Notes

Igor Svyatoslavich was prince of Novgorod Severskiy in today's Ukraine (1181-1202). At this time 
the Cumans, a nomadic people also known as the Polovtsians, were making a general nuisance of 
themselves by raiding into the lands of the Rus (the descendants of the Scandinavians who had 
founded several Russian principalities). Igor had campaigned against the Polovtsians successfully in 
the past, so in April 1185 he assembled an army and raided into their territory. Striking deep, Prince 
Igor won an initial victory or two, but then he and his men found themselves faced with growing 
numbers of foes. Turning down a suggestion to withdraw since it would mean abandoning his 
infantry, Igor plunged forward with his army in a fullscale attack against the Polovtsians at the river 
Kayala (whose location is still debated). 

The resulting battle saw the Rus surrounded and largely wiped out. Igor himself was captured and 
treated as something of an honored guest by the Povtsians. He ended up escaping and returned to his 
lands where he went on to develop alliances and build a church or two. 
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Igor's campaign against the Polovtsians was made famous by a medieval Russian epic and later by 
the 19th century Russian composer Alexander Borodin – memorably in his Polovtsian dances from 
his opera Prince Igor. 

Prince Igor Order of Battle Notes 

This is a real asymmetrical situation, pitting the heavily armed Rus against the lighter and more 
mobile Polovtsians. I figured that the Rus army at around 5 to 10,000 men, about the max for an 
expedition of this nature. The Polovtsians have a considerably larger force, but they are initially 
divided and have to concentrate in the course of the battle. 

The Rus are built around a core of Druzhina, the retainers of noblemen, backed up by various town 
and rural militia. Many of these troops could be heavily armed. They were backed up by lighter types 
and a contingent of allied horse archers. I gave the Rus more cavalry and less infantry than normally 
would be the case given that this action is a glorified raid in which mobility counted over mass. 

The Polovtsians are mainly cavalry, heavily armed nobles plus the usual horde of lighter horse 
archers. They also fielded considerable infantry levies, especially for a defensive situation like this. 

The campaign was fought over an area of steppes and plains, hence the slopes on the map are 
negated. There is mention of Igor using woods to cover his maneuvers, so they remain. And rivers are 
also a factor, so deployment will require the Rus to cross the streams to attack the Polovtsian camp at 
hex F. 

The Rus have to hit hard early on while the Polovtsians are divided. The Polovtsians need to initially 
delay, then use their reinforcements to launch a counterattack. The side which can better exploit its 
advantages will win this battle.
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Spartan Scenario

Thunderbolt against the Galatians 279 BC

Macedonians (purple counters): Leader "2L" x 1, "3L" x 1; Professional pike x 10, 
Professional spear x 6, Light troops x 6, Barbarian infantry x 2, Bowmen x 3, Skirmishers x 
6, Heavy cavalry x 2, Medium cavalry x 3, Light cavalry x 4, Elephants x 2. 

Deploy = H-3 
Point value = 118
Panic level = 48
Stacking = 3 

Victory = Decisive, or occupy hexes A and B at the end of the scenario. 

Galatians (yellow counters): Leaders "1L" x 1, "3L" x 2; Militia infantry x 8, Barbarian 
infantry x 30 (see special rules), Skirmishers x 3, Light cavalry x 8, Oriental cavalry x 4 (see 
special rules). 

Deploy = hexes A-3 & B-3 
Point value = 138 
Panic level = 56 
Stacking = 2 
Victory = Substantive, or exit 20 or more units off the south map edge within six hexes of K. 

Deployment: Macedonians deploy first, Galatians move first 
Game length: 20 game turns 

Special Rules 
1. Galatian Barbarian Infantry. There are only 15 barbarian infantry in the Spartan counter 
manifest. Use other unit types as substitutes (with full barbarian infantry combat factors). Or 
scavenge barbarian infantry from Legion. 
2. VP. Leaders on both sides are worth their combat bonus in points (9, 6 or 3). 
3. Unit Capabilities. Use rule [3.4]. Additionally: 
Class A units attacked by barbarian infantry have their defense strength halved. 
Class B units attacked by Class C cavalry have their defense strength halved. 
4. Elephants. Use Spartan rule [1.0]. 
5. Galatian Chariots. Galatian oriental cavalry represent war chariots. They can fire in both the 
offensive and defensive Fire phases of each turn (modification to rule [6.12]; [6.11] still applies). 
They otherwise act as Class Mf units. 
6. Galatian Impetus. 
At the start of any one Galatian player turn, the player can declare “Rush”. All Galatian units in that 
turn can move regardless of leadership radius [10.2].
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          Thunderbolt against the Galatians Deployment map

Thunderbolt Historical Notes

Ptolemy Keraunos was son of Ptolemy I who had founded the Successor dynasty which ruled Egypt 
following the death of Alexander the Great. Wanting to run his own kingdom, Keraunos (his name 
means Thunderbolt) headed north to Macedon where after some skulduggery he seized the throne in 
281 BC. But seizing power and holding it were different matters. 

The Galatians, as the Celtic tribes from the north were called, were on the move, crossing the Danube 
and headed towards Greece. They were led by the great war chief, Bolgios. In 279 Keraunos 
mobilized the veteran Macedonian army and marched north to meet the invaders. But he 
underestimated his foes, turning down offers of assistance from other Balkan rulers so as to 
monopolize the glory of an expected victory over a barbarian people. 

Alas for Greece, the ensuing battle turned into a disaster as a ferocious Gallic charge undid the 
Macedonian phalanx and broke up Keraunos' army. Keraunos apparently tried to fight his way out by 
riding an elephant, but ended up being captured by the Galatians and decapitated. Bolgios followed 
up by pillaging his way south, finally being turned back by a combination of Greek and Macedonian 
forces. The Galatians eventually crossed the Hellespont and settled in Asia Minor. As for Macedon, 
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Antigonus II established a dynasty which ruled with some success for over a century.

Thunderbolt Order of Battle Notes

This is an asymmetrical situation, pitting a Hellenistic combined arms army against a Galatian horde. 

Galatians are built around a mass of warrior infantry, supported by cavalry and skirmishers. There are 
also some war chariots, represented by oriental cavalry. These chariots were mainly of the light type, 
used by javelinmen so they can fire twice a turn. The militia infantry represent the numerous armed 
family members and camp followers who provided some security for the wagons and such 
(deployment hexes A and B ). The idea here is that the Galatians are a people on the move. They get 
that one turn rush representing their unpredictable attacks. And the Galatian “1” leader represents 
Bolgios, who gained a reputation as a great war chief. 

Macedonian order of battle represents the usual proportions for heavy, light and cavalry types for a 
Successor army. Professional pikes and spears represent the phalanx. Their light troops and barbarian 
infantry represent various classes of peltasts, medium infantry capable of both skirmishing and 
fighting in the line. Some of the peltast fire capability is represented by the skirmishers and since they 
can stack together, it's a way to show their duel abilities. The heavy cavalry is the agema, elite 
Companion troopers. There are also a couple of elephants as Keraunos made use of them in battle. 

Unit capabilities: Galatian warriors apparently were able to interpenetrate the rigid Macedonian pike 
formations, so barbarian infantry halve the defense of Class A units. On the other hand, Class C 
cavalry has shock effect, so they halve Class B defense (barbarian infantry in the scenario). I 
considered giving the oriental cavalry aka chariots a shock effect, but Hellenistic armies had long 
since developed anti-chariot tactics, so they function mainly as mobile firepower. 

Galatians have a leader advantage given Macedonian unpreparedness. Both sides have the same panic 
level percentage (40%) as the Galatians were fired up to fight while the otherwise highly disciplined 
Macedonians were overconfident. And Ptolemy Keraunos paid for that overconfidence with both his 
kingdom and life.
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